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AN EXTENSION OF THE PSEUDOBAYESIAN MODEL 
BY MAKING USE OF DEMPSTER-SHAFER'S THEORY 
VLADIMÍR MAŘÍK, HANA KRAUTWURMOVÁ 
Dempster-Shafer's theory of evidence is appealing because it does suggest a coherent approach 
for dealing with uncertain knowledge used in expert systems. We present an adaptation of the 
Prospector pseudobayesian model for inexact reasoning with relevance to the D-S theory and 
to the algebraic theory developed by P. Hajek and J. J. Valdes. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The pseudobayesian model for uncertainty handling previously used by Prospector 
[1] is very widely used in diagnostic expert systems. In such systems the knowledge 
representation is based on uncertain production rules (E -> H rules) having the 
following form: 
IF <evidence E> THEN <hypothesis H> WITH probability P(H | E)> 
ELSE <hypothesis H> WITH probability P(H \ - E)> 
where <evidence E> and <hypothesis H> are propositions, <probability P(H | E)> 
and <probability P(H ] — E)> are subjective uncertainty measures (not probabilities 
in an exact mathematical meaning!). Their values are given by the expert. The 
pseudobaesian model for uncertainty handling requires prior probability to be 
assigned to each proposition by the expert. 
In the pseudobayesian (Prospector) model of uncertainty handling the "classical" 
Bayesian formulae form the theoretical background for 
a) computing the posterior probabilities P(H | E') making use of a piece of 
evidence P(E | E') where E' denotes the user's observation, 
b) combining the influence of several rules with the same hypothesis on the 
right-hand side (the independence of all pieces of evidence being presumed). 
The pseudobayesian model has been described in detail for instance in [1], [2] 
and [3]. Let's only underline that to ensure the model consistency (without knowing 
the complete probabilistic distribution) a heuristic interpolation function P(H | E') = 
= f(P(EjE')) has to be established. Three points of this function are fixed by the 
expert, namely [0, P(H | - E ) ] , [P(E), P(H)], [1, P(H | E)]. The most common 
and natural interpolation function / is the piecewise-linear one (see Fig. 1). Such 
interpolation function plays the same role as the CTR function in Hajek's sense of 
algebraic theory. 
The uncertainty (no matter what is the type or source of it) of each proposition 
is involved in just one parameter — the posterior probability. 
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Dempster-Shafefs (D-S) theory. The Dempster theory [4] may be considered 
as a generalization of the Bayesian probability theory. This theory has been extended 
by Shafer in [5]. Later on it has been thoroughly investigated by P. Hajek, the aspects 
of possible applications in the area of rule-based diagnostic expert systems being 
P(H|EІ 
P(H|E 
1 P ( E | E * ] 
taken into account. P. Hajek and J. Valdes [6] discovered important properties 
of algebraic structures based on D-S theory and they have distinguished certainty 
and vagueness as two quite different independent aspects of uncertain information. 
A combined approach. The goal of our approach is to properly extend the pseudo-
bayesian model by making use of the D-S theory. In a modified model for uncertainty 
handling each production rule E -> H is considered as a Dempster source. The 
pseudobayesion philosophy is preserved but the uncertainty has a two-dimensional 
character and may be expressed as a Dempster pair (a, b) = (P(N), P(—N)), where 
P(N) is the probability that the given proposition N holds, P(—N) is the probability 
that the given proposition N does not hold, 1 — P(N) — P(—N) remains unassi gned. 
Of course, P(N) + P(—N) ^ 1. A Dempster pair may be easily converted into 
the pair (certainty, vagueness), by applying Hajek-Valdes's h and g mapping (see [6]). 
2. EXTENSION OF THE PSEUDOBAYESIAN MODEL 
2.1. E —> H rule and Dempster source 
A Dempster space (X, T, ji, T) may be defined like this: X and Tare sets containing 
these elements X = {E, -E, U), (U ... "unknown"), T= {H, -H], fi is a prob­
ability measure on X that holds: 
fi(E) =P(E), fi(-E) = P(-E), 
fi(U) = 1 - P(E) - P(-E) 
and T is a multivalued mapping X -> T. 
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Let's define a (prior) Dempster information source Z: 
pH = n(x e X , r(x) = { H}) = P(H | E). P(E) + P(H | - E ) . P ( - E ) 
p_H =ii(xeX, r(x) = {-H}) = P(-H\E).P(E) +P(-H\ -E).P(-E) 
p0 = 0 
PH,-H= 1 ~ PH ~ P-H-
The set T = {H, — H} contains only two elements, that's why it is possible to write: 
a = P*({H}) = pH, b = P*({-H}) = P-H, 
P*({H}) = 1 - P , ( { - H ) ) = 1-b, 
P*({-H}) = 1 - P * ( { H ' ) = l - « . 
To express the prior Dempster source Z the following probabilities must be given 
by the expert: P(E), P ( - E ) , P(H | E), P(H | -E), P(-H | E), P ( - H | - E ) . That's 
why a production rule E —> H has to be interpreted as a fourtuple-rule in the following 
way: 
IF <evidence E> THEN <hypothesis H> WITH <probability P(H \ E)> 
IF <evidence - E > THEN <hypothesis H> WITH <probability P(H | - E ) > 
IF <evidence E> THEN <hypothesis -H> WITH <probability P(-H \ E)> 
IF <evidence - E > THEN <hypothesis - H > WITH probability P(-H [ -E )> 
where P(-H | E) + P(H | E) = 1, P(H \ -E) + P(-H | - E ) = 1. (Let's remark 
that — in contradiction with the new, combined model — in the "clasical" pseudo-
bayesian model the dependencies P(-H | E) = 1 - P(H | E) and P(-H | - E ) = 
= 1 — P(H | — E) are assumed.) 
The Dempster source Z is based on prior probabilities. With respect to the user's 
information P(E | E') and P(—E | E') the prior Dempster source has to be changed — 
— it is converted into the posterior Dempster source Z'. 
Analogically to the original pseudobayesian model, the consistency of the combined 
one is ensured by interpolation functions. (As a matter of fact, there are two inter-
polation functions in the combined model: P(H | E') = / , (P(E | E')), P(-H | E') = 
= fn(P(—EjE')).) Both interpolation functions have to satisfy some conditions 
to ensure: 
a) the pair (P(H | E'), P ( - H | E')) to be a Dempster one for P(E | E') e <0, 1>, 
P ( - E , E') G <0, 1> and P(E | E') + P ( - E | E') = 1, 
b) their monotonicity. 
Let's consider without any lost of generality the interpolation function / , , fn 
in the form shown in Fig. 2. (The case when one of them is decreasing and the other 
increasing has no practical significance, the case of both decreasing functions may be 
easily converted in that of increasing ones by negation of E.) 
The conditions which should fx, / , , satisfy are expressed in Propositions 1 -3 
without proofs. 
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Proposition 1. Let 
a) Z = (a, b) be a prior Dempster source. 
b) it hold 
P(H | - E ) < P(H) < P(H | E) 
P(-H | E) < P(-H) < P(-H | -E) 
c) (P(E | E'), P(—E | E')) be a Dempster pair, then by the choice 
P(H) = P(H) + /q(l - P(H) - P(-H)) , kx e <0,1> , 
P(-H) = P(-H) + k2(l - P(H) - P(-H)), k2 e <0, 1> , 
the pair (P(H | E'), P(-H | E')) = (a', b') is a Dempster pair (Dempster source Z'). 
Properties of the interpolation described in Proposition 1: 
a) By the choice kx = k2 = 0 the functions fi,fu have a "zone of unsensitivness": 
a value P(E | E') e <P(E), 1 - P(-P)> has no influence on a' = P(H | E'), analogic-
ally P(-E | E') e <P ( -E ) , 1 - P(E)> has no influence on b' = P(-H\ E'). 
b) By the choice kt — k2 — 1 the non-vague user's answer (P(E | E') + 
+ P(-E | E') = 1) within the interval P(E | E') e <P(E), 1 - P(-E))>, P(-E | E') e 
e<P(—E), 1 — P(E)> results in a non-vague posterior Dempster source Z'(a' + b' = 
= 1). The smaller values of kx, k2, the greater vagueness of Z' appears by the user's 
answer within intervals mentioned above. 
Proposition 2. Let the Dempster source Z be a non vague source (a + b = 1) 
and the user's observation be a non-vague, one, too. Then the interpolation function 
/ i is identical to the piecewise-linear interpolation function in the original pseudo-
bayesian model. 
There is another condition concerning the functions f\,fu which has to be satisfied: 
these functions should be non decreasing to preserve the "natural behaviour" of the 
functions. 
Proposition 3. Let the conditions a), b) and c) of Proposition 1 be satisfied. Let 
P(H | E) = 1 - P(-H) or P(-H | -E) = 1 - P(H) respectively) 
or let ku k2e <0, 1> be chosen in the following way: 
, „ P(H1E)-P(H) / . ^ P(-H|-E)-P(-H) . , 
k< < • i—!—'- K-—— or k2 < — 1 '- ^ respectively 
1 - P(H) - P(-H) \ 1 - P(H) - P(-H) 
Then the functions / l 5 fn are non-decreasing within the interval <0, 1>. 
2.2. Combination of rules 
Each rule E -> H is considered as a Dempster source. If there are m rules with 
the same H on the right-hand side, Et -> H, i = 1, 2 , . . . , m, the Dempster combining 
rule (cf. [7] — it accomplishes the © operation in Hajek's sense) is used to compute 
the total value P(H \ E[, E2,..., E'm). The algebraic structure with the © operation 
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defined over the set of all Dempster pairs forms a standard Dempster combining 
structure defined in [6]. That's why it is possible to make use of results of [6] directly. 
The following formula may be used to combine the rules: 
A = A0 e (zi e -A0) + (z2 e -A0) ©.... e (z'm e -A0) 
where 
A0 is a prior pair (P(H), P(-H)), 
A is a posterior pair (P(H \ E{, E'2,..., E'm), P(-H \E[, E'2,..., E'm)) 







PI-E] 1-PIE) 1 PI-EIE ) 
Fig. 2. 
2.3. Logical functions and context links 
To evaluate logical combinations of Dempster sources we employ the following 
formulae (cf. [8]) which have appeared as a natural extension of the Zadeh's 
formulae used in the original Prospector model: 
(au bj) A (a2, b2) = (min (au a2), max (bu b2)) , 
(au bx) v (a2, b2) = (max (au a2), min (bu b2)), 
— (a, b) = (b, a) . 
A context link with parameters (au a2) is satisfied iff it holds for the context A = 
= (P(H\E'),P(-H\E'))(cf. [8]): 
ai = P(H\E'), a2 = l-P(-H\E'). 
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3. I M P L E M E N T A T I O N S 
The FEL-EXPERT family [9] of expert systems is based on the pseudobayesian 
model for uncertainty handling. The proposed combined model has been implemented 
in the F E L - E X P E R T version 2.95 (see [8]). It has been extended to enable the 
processing of quantitative information (Q-nodes and S-nodes in the FEL-EXPERT 
notation (cf. [9]). 
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